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Abstract
This study was a formative evaluation of the United
Ways of Minneapolis and Saint Paul Minnesota's First Call
for HeIp referral

prog'ramr specif ically

the qualily control

of information concerning social service ag'encies and
programs. This analysis includes how this service receives
informf,tion, how information is recalled from the computer
and how information is dispensed to the clients and
Professionals who are seeking information concerning social
services. In addi t ion, this analysis reviews the training
the oPerators of this serviee are required to complete. The
final chapter of this analysis explores how eomputers may be
able to be used as tools to provide information to clients
and profess ional s.
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Chapter

One

Introduetio4
The United Way's First Call for Help is a eonputerized

data base listine 2551 sociel service agencies and the
prograns they.operate. This progran is desiEned to allow
clients and professionels in the community to cell into this
service to seek out appropriate referrals to uteet their
needs, Between the Minneapolis and St. PauI offiees this
service handles over 200r000 calls per year.
The Uni ted Way' s Fi rst Cal I for Help has a number of
quality control measures in use to ensure the,information

the clients receive is aeeurate and correct. These Eeasures
are used to insur e the int egr i ty of the eg:ency whi ch i s
listing it'J serYices on the system to make sure the client
is receiving the best possible referrals. The information in
this system is updated at least every six months or sooner
i f need be.
In the Minneapolis office clients are asked as to what
needs they see are to be met in the coulnunity. The records
of these interviews are referred to the research department
of the united t{ay- t{hile the st. Paul office records every
incoming call and the request for they type of service
sought by the elient. The research departments of both

offices wilt take the information and other sources of
information and apply it towards looking at the needs of the
eommunity.
1
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Social service ProYiders are starting to enter the
computer mainstream. Because of the recent er(Pansions in the
computer field and the decreasing cost of hardware and
softrare social workers should become familiar with the
applications of computers in terms of research and aBency
menageulent (Kreug:er, Ruckdeschel 1985)

.

Advences in computer technology have begun to affect

service agencies in dramatie ways. A maiority of human
service agencies ere adapting computers for daity record
keeping tasks. At thi s t ine computer teehnology laBs behind
the needs of the practitioner. HoweYer, in the future

human

computer technology will be used by the social work

practitioner (Mutschler, Hoefer 1990).
Currently there is a lack of information regarding the
use of conputers in social services. Social workers need to
be able to describe future applications of information
technology in the human services (Finn 1988).
This evaluation gives an overview on how the United
Way's First Call for Help system is using a computer
database to help locate social serv'ices for people in the
Minneapolis and Saint Paul metropolitan area.

1

Def

inijligns.
* Hardware. The computer and peripheral equipment.
* [Iainfrene computer. A computer that has more then
one t erminal and i s capabl e of operat ing lnor e then
one program at a timeI Personal Computer. (PC) A computer that only one

person can operate at a time and is usual

stationary.
* Lap top eonputer. A portabl e couputer that may be
moved from locat ion to locat ion and Eay use a bat tery
for a source of power.
* Hard drive, A piece of internal hardware that stores
prograus and f i I es the oPerator has input t ed.
t Floppy drive. A piece of hardware that allows input
of programs and export of coPi ed f i I es.
* Modem. A piece of hardware that is used to have the
couputer dial the telephone to connect to other
computers.

t T line. A special telephone line that carries only
dat a f rom comput Er s .
t Byt e. A spaee in the comput er that r epresents one
letter of the progrem or document.
t Softwere, The instructions telling the computer what
to do with a piece of information.
t Lotus 123. A software progrem that is a spreadsheet.
* WordPerfect. A sof tware prog:rau for word precessing.
* Wordstar. A software prog'ram for word processinE.

4

t Off the shelf software. Generic prograus written for
the general public.
t Speeialty software, Couputer prograus written for
specific purposES.
3 Word processing. Using a computer to write letters
and keep a file of letters written.
t Number crunching. Using a computer to do mathematical
calculations.
t Key word. A nord that is a g'uess as to categories of
services listed in the couputer.
t Up load. Taking information frou one computer and
placing it on another computer.
* Down load. Taking information off a conputer.

Chap-t

Li terat

e

r Tto

e Revier

PTactitioners end the Use o.t Computers
Computerized information systems are more likely to be
accepted if they are responsive to the practitionqr's needs
and the orgenization needs to provide an incentive for the
use of information technology by the practitioner. In &
study of ag'encies it was found that 91 pereent of the
agencies suryeyed used a computer (Mutshcler, Hoefer 1990).
Most of the computers, ?6 percent, Iryere used f or

aduinistrat ive programs such as account ing and bookkeeping.
Whi I e a nine percent of the computers ttere used f or intake
and clinical use. More then half of the computer users
receive no formal training. In order for social service
praetitioners to use information technoloBy the software and
hardware need to be accessible and user friendly.

According to Clarke (1988), the following list

a way a
computer nlay be used by a practitioner in private prectice:
i Cl i ent assessment.
t lliord pr ocess i ng .
I Record keeping.
Te I

ecomuni cat i ons ,

t Bookkeeping.
t Besearch.
* Publ ication of scholarly work.
Computers are able to assist in treatment planning with

clients who have mental illness. The couputer may help the
1
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practitioner Eake a diagnosis of the cl ient (Stout 1992).
Stout (1992) goes on to claim usinE a computer rill help the
practitioner be more aceurate in making a diagnosis. The
computer will assist the practitioner to focus on.the
elient's mental illness. The computer will assist the
practitioner with a diag:nosis based on the Diagnostic Survey
Manual 3R. The computer uses a Lotus 123 program in working
th the pract i t ioner coneerning the di agnos i s.
In a study by Nur ius and Hudson ( 1 988 ) a cI ini cal
assessment tool was used by the practitioner in the intake
procESS, After a thorough assessment it ryes determined

wi

which behaviors to correct. With the help of the couputer

the prectitioner would conduct a new assessment before each
session, As time passed the conputer, kept track of how the
client was responding to treatuent.
Computers Eay be used as a mef,ns of moni tor ing proEress
of patients who are in rehabilitation prograns (Merlitz,
King'

. The rehabi I i tat ion prograns may be working on
many behaviors the patient is trying to relearn. A computer
was able to quantifiably note the progress of eaeh behavior
19gZ )

in various categories. Therefore, empirical ly moni toring
improvement of the elient. While client behavior is being
monitored, so too is the timing: of the clinician who made
the case plan. Therefore, if proEress is occurring, the
clinician was able to review the proBress and note
changes that were needed in the pl an.

any
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Before computer technology can be used effectively
praetieer social workers will have to translate their

in

interyention strategies into language a computer is able to
understand (Pardeck, Itlurphy 198G). Some aspects of practice
do not lend themselves to conputerization. Current uses for
computers include: inventory testing i.E. Minnesota

c Personal i ty InventoFyr Al cohol Use
Quest ionnaire' biofeedbackr word processing, and recording
client inforuation. In the future computers may be used for
therapyr g:aues that have a therapeutic punpose, diagnosinE
diseaser illnessr and simulated therapeutie interviews. All
Mul t iphas i

of the future computer applications will
software and technology.

eome

from advancing

Rec.grd Keepins,

Social service agencies are becoming rnore automated.
They ar.e using computers for tasks such as keeping records
on clients, book keeping, and word proeessing
(Lohmann 19S0). There

is a need to keep accurate records
concerning inf ornat i on that i s coming in to the Lgency and
f lowing out of the ag:ency. Computers are a way of processing
information.
Couputers are a reality

in social service ag:encies.
It{ost of the computers being used by soeial servi ce Lgenci es
are being used on the managerial level (Finn 1988). They are
prinarily used to keep agency records coneerning finanees
and the number of clients served.

B

service agencies need to describe current and
future aPplications of information technology (Finn 1988).
Human

Itticrocomputers are used primari Iy f or administrative
Purtroses. Private nonProfit agencies are sonetimes- the uost

innovative of social service ag'encies. It is important to
study eomputer use in private nonprofit agencies due to the
fact they are expected to perform tnore social seryices then
in the past. The training: in non prof it agencies that use
computers was concentrated with on line databases,

interagency networks, cl ient record systertrs, and human
serviee software. Illost of the ag:ency personnel were trained

by the computer dealer, in house, or by a consultant.
satisfaction with using a computer was quite hish exeept
among direct service proyiders. Problems with the use of
eomputers ineluded finding appropriate software, cost of
r ppograming
adequate training.
sof tware

Tel

e ommun

when needs changed, and I ack of

i ca t lons.

A newly emerging area for human'services professionals
is using telephones between computErs. There wes a computer
netwbrk for social services called Computer Users in Social
Services Network. This system allows a user to post 1pessaEes

on a computer bulletin board allowing g'eographically distant
members access to a repository of inforuation and software.
This system allowed members to cotruunieate and discuss
issues of mutual interest via teleconmunications (Finn

9

1gg1).
With the help of information technology there is
nos a global village. The econony is now beinE driven by
information and the technology to put the information into
usE. For computer teleconnunications service individuals
need to learn the potential of information processing. At
this time ruany people are afraid of how this technology is
able to document information. Fear of computers is being
by the us e of menu dr i ven prograrus . As peop l e
become familiar with technology, they learn the payoff of
how this technology is labor saving (Wright 1990). With this
e

l iminat ed

technology people are able to send electronie mail. The meil

will be delivered using a computer network. The user will
turn on the machine to retrieve maiI. The speed of delivery
is almost i--ediat.e.
Computer teleconuunications may provide timely,

inexpensive and easily accessible information to school
social workers (Bogal-Allbritten, Allbritten 1S89) . There

are databases now available that computers Eay aceess via
telephone. These databases may be accessed through the use
of a modem. some of these databases have specialty
information that would assist the social worker in learning
more'about a topic of concern. with the use of a conputer,
these databases are aveilable quickly and the social worker

will be able to find the information being sought faster
then looking at the social work abstracts.

10

Tools in Ev-aluat ion.
Computers are able to assist the social worker monitor
families who are assig:ned tasks to complete in clinical
practice (Benbenishky, Ben-Zaken 1988). Computers are able
Computers .as

to help social workers be accountable by tracking the
prog:ress of the client. The eomputer is able to Eonitor
single cases and then combine all of the information
collected into a prograu evaluation.
Each social worker in this study was given an
assessment tool to be used with the femily they have been
assigned. These faui I ies were identified as having
financialr educational and personal problems. The soeial
workers also assessed the functioning of the family in seyen
different areas' The social workers and the clients then
diseussed the goals the family desired. The social worker
reeorded what intervention was used with the family.

When

the elient's goals were met the client described how they
viewed the social worker and interyentions used.
Al I of thi s inf ormat ion was or iginal ly placed into a
main frame eomputer. However, there were a number of
limitations with that computer such as lag time between

evalirationsr dissemination of reports, and the processing of
data. This was due to the fact'there was limited time to
enter information. Later, it was deeided to use personal
ers to gather the dat a. Thi s rvas to enhance the speed
of the retrieval of information and proEress reports. y1ith
the use of Personal computers it was possible to use both
comput

11

ordinal ueans of ueasurement and free wri tten
social workers.

comments by

lllith all of this information the supervisor of a
prog:raEl was able to retrieve all sorts of information
concerning the prog'ram.

This information included:
* Demographies of the clientele beinE served.
* Prog.ress made by each family,
I Techni ques mos t us efu I .
* which social workers are best able to work with
sPecific types of families based on the success of
the social workers practice with the varying types of
families.
According to Bronson, Btythe ( rgg?) computers Eay

be

able to assist the practitioner in evaluating a single case
increasing the Practitioners' effectiveness. practitioners
need to examine their interventions empirically. By using
numhers one is able to graph the effectiveness of the
interventions being used. However, most practitioners do not
graph their client's progress due to'a lack of time and
resources. Computers and appropriate software proved a Eeans
and a uethod of evaluating social work practiee. The authors
write about a computer progran called The computer Assisted

Practice Evaluation program which runs on Lotus lz3 and
Euides the user through questions concerning the change in
behavior a client demonstrates. The progran will allow the
practitioner to name the behavior to be changed. Then as

Augshurg fiolflege l-ihrary
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time passes the practitioner will enter the number of times
the behavior has changed. lllith the use of Lotus lzg the
practitioner will be able to plot on a graph as to how the
behavior has changed. For the practitioner there is also a
monitoring of various techniques that were used to change
the behavior.
ut er s

in S ocial Servi ce Ma eme nt.
Agencies that develop expertise in microcortrputer
technology will make a larg:er contribution to the community
they serve. Microeonputers offer small agencies the
possibility of tremendous transformation. The computers
Co

offer l[any capabilities to small soeial service ag:eneies.
These capabilities include, database Eanagement, budget
calculations and word Processing. Computers allow 1nany staff
members

to perform

e than one task. smar r agenci es may
wish to author pro$ralns that will meet their specific need,s.
with home g:rown software the ag'ency will be able to meet
and
work with specif ie co,l,unities (MacFadden 1gg6),
CI

ent

R eco

'oor

rd Keep i

computers Eay arso be used as a ,oea*s of maintaining
client records. computers are able to retain information

concerning clients that may be used when the client
is in
crisis (Brod lgB?). Emergency information mey be obtained
concerning a clients diagnosis and how to work with
a client

if the client's

regular clinician is unavailable. This will

11

allow a substitute clinician information concerning the
cl ient's needs. I{i thout the computer the cl inician would
have to E:o through an entire file to determine the immediate
needs of the client.

This system is currently being used in
a eri ses interyent ion center to provide 2,4 hour inf ormat ion
concerning elients needs.
Futune health care operations will require precise
recording of social work seryices and their contribution to
the quality of patient care (Mutschler lgg0). Due to the
increase in ambulatory care from the single prectitioner to
a team of health care specialists, couputers have been able
to coordinate patient reeords. An interactive microcogputer
information system provides ready access to
interdiscipl inary historical patient data. The user is able
to retrieve all sorts of information concerning the patient
in a uatter of seconds,
Software Paekages Comqgters Use to Operate,
Software is divided into the following

categories:

word processing, database, spreadsheetsr Braphics,
stat ist i cs r g'ames r and telecommuni cat ions. The drawbacks to
these classifications
are that each piece of software is for
a single function.

The second drawback for this

classification

system is that it is not geared for soeial

work practice,

Each piece of software is a generic

instrument that is geared for many different users. There ts
a need for direct service providers, who rarely sit down

14

with progrs.urersr to devise software for the direct praetice
of social work (Nuriusr Cnaan 1991). There is a need for
specialty off the shelf software for sociel workers and the
opportunity to develop specialty softnare to neet the needs.
Obstacl es and Res istance in

ing Computers.
Many of the agencies that desire to purchase computers
are non-profit companies. Therefore, they are not able to
write off the purchase of new equipuent on their taxes.
Therefore, agencies which purchase computers need to have
the expense written into their budget and be prepared to
Us

have the money on hand for thei r purchase.

There are a number of issues to be concerned when

e

social service ag'ency is to purchase a couputer and softflrare
(Kreug:er 1987). One must consider specialty prog'rans written
for the agency or off the shelf programs. Whether the
is user friendly, the complexity of the prograur,
cost, and public domain. Most agencies use the following
programs: word process ing data base, f i I e management ,
spreadsheets, statistieal programs integrated software
ProBraltrs uti I ity sof tlyare prog'rams and aecount ing sof tware
prof raltrs ' These general programs wi I I gi ve an agency an al I
pnogratn

around Ineans of reeordinEr storing and calculating

information.
There is a resistance to having computers used by
social work Practitioners. According to Lamb (1990) there

15

are four reasons as to why social work practitioners resist
us i ng conput er s .
* They take too long to learn.
t Sscial work is not associated with strong scientific
or math skills.
t Successful integration of computer teehnology into
human service practice is an exception.
* The I ack of understanding of how computer technol ogy
could enhance practi ee.
According to cnaan (1989) social workers are many
years behind in their use of information technology. SociaI
workers are not using technological advances in information
processing due to a dislike and an antagonistic approach to
change. This rejection of inforuation technology may be due

to social workers not ready for guantification
regulation.

and

There is a conflict between management and direct

service providers as to how computers will be used in social
service agencies. There Eay be a poor fit between measuring
information that is collected and information that is not
fed into the computer. Many practitioners are reluctant to
use 'the teehnology in their praetice (semke, Nurius lggl ).
Practitioners may have different goals then Eanagement does
with the technology. Many practitioners are fearful of
change and the use of technology in evaluation of their
perf ornance. l{Ihi le Ina.nag.ers g'eneral Iy use technoloEy to
enhance efficiency in the org'anization. If computers are to
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be used to evaluat e pract i t ioners, managernent must support
the practitioner's input to the evaluation. The computer
system needs to be adapted periodically

to take into account
the variety of clients being served and the needs of the
usgrs.
Many people who

enter the human service field have math
anxiety (Laubr 1990). There needs to be Eore education on
how conputers are being used by social service agencies.
That educationat institutions need to take the lead in
teaching students the potential use of couputers when
compilinB statistics.

The schools need to provide hands on

experience in order to prevent computer and math anxiety.
Critiques of the use of computers in social work have
been mostly around losistical issues (Murphy, pardeck,
Nolden, pilotta, lgg?). The conceptual side of computing has

not been understood by practitioners. For computers to
operate there must be a theoretical framework for the intake
of information. Items put into computers must be treated as
objects. Ittathematics is a means of objectifying items in the
environment. The laws of physiis will be used to explain how
items in the environment operate. By using these coneepts
the couputer is able to rationalize, All information put

into a computer is purged of it's syubolic Ee&ning. A
problem with technologicar reasoning is that it may impair
the sensitivity and obscure the client,s needs. couputers
are able to assist in the gathering of information. They

17

will need

human

human f ramework

Stu dent

s

assistance to place the clients'needs

in

a

.

f Soci aI

Wor

and

ompu

t

f S.

social work educators may need to assuEe more
responsibility for preParing social work students to be
computer Iiterate' Course work covering infor6ation
technotogy could qualify as an elective course. content of a
course using information technology should include: Theories
of decision making and comrunication, data sources and
evaluation, uanagement information prograping, conputerized
information systems, the relationship between regulations
and informat ion uanagement, values surrounding cl ient datat
uti I i ty of research and evaluation (Kaye 1991 ) . Information
technology is not neutral ' Patterns develop from how the
system is Programmed. For information technology to be
incorporated into the curriculum, there must be support from
the communi ty and the school . The school may provide the
computer hardware, software and be easily accessible. while
field ageneies need to Provide a learning exPerience that
uses information technology.
with
Schools of soeial work are having difficulties
incorporating information technotogy into their curriculum.
Goals are needed to determine computer comPetence. The
curriculum needs to take into account how agencies are using
computers. An inventory of ag'encies by Nurius, Hooyman and

Nichol (f99f) concerning use of computers found that ninety

18

two percent of the agencies surveyed use a copputer' The
computers were primarily used for word processing:, data base

inancial Eanagement. While only
11 percent reported the eomputer being used in clinical
work. They cl aimed the main reasons why agenci es are not
able to lneet their computer needs met is due to funding and

manag:ement, spreadsheet, f

lack of training. The main reasons why agencies used
computers rvere that eomputers saved time, helped with report
writing, were a deeision making aid, allowed for increased
research and were cost efficient (Nurius, Hooyman, Nicholl
1991).

It is becouing tnore common for schools of social work
to introduce comPuters to the students. In a survey by
Caputo and Eam (1990) of schools of social work there was
eoncern oyer what computer hardware and software they were
using to teach students. The sample for the study was
schools of social work in the U.S, and abroad. Thirty six
pereent of schools returned the suryey they received. Forty
f ive percent of the respondents had access to a mainframe

copputer, f ifteen percent had access to microcomPuters. The
most popular sof tware packag:es were WordPerf ect, WordStar
and Lotusl2S. During the academic year forty percent of the
schools offered no course related to information technologyn
while thirty three percent offered one courser sixteen
offered two coursed. Of the 2,OZ courses offered, L27 were
introductory, 4'l research tZ software 16 were in core social
work courSES. ComputerS were used for statisticst

1g

administration, practice, and interviewing. Students used
comPuters mainly for word processing and statistics. Larger
schools were uore likely to use computers then sualler
schools (Caputo, Ram 1990).

Couputers in th.e -Deeision MakinE Process.

Unfortunately there are instanees when social workers
may need to place a child outside the natural home. Soeial
workers look at many factors that affect out of
placement. Some of these factors include:

home

* Duration of placement.
* Probability of returning the child to the home.
* A living situation that wil. l most likely benefit the
ehild.
According to Schwab, Bruce, and McRoy (lgBG) computers

are able to help the social worker in making choices in
placing a child in an institution. They use a statistical
model of how intake counselors of institutions

approve the

acceptance of children into their facility.
For this
research Schwab, Bruce, and McRoy (1g86) decided social

workers were not the best person to judge if the placement
was suecessful. The admissions counselor of the agency who
screens potential applieants for admission was to determine
if the placement was successful. Therefore, a computer model
was designed to look at how admissions counselors viewed the
placement.
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For this study, data was collected on seven
institutions and who they admitted to their programs.

Data

was also collected on the children who were plaeed at these

institutions.

There were 139 different

items included in the
computer model concerning the child and institution. These
i tems included, €thnic background, economic status. I egal
problems, and school problems. All of these input questions
were designed to help the social worker make a better choiee
when it caue time to placing a child out of the home.
The assessment of an institution

and the placement of

the child has determined that institutions have a set
criteria where certain children are Iuore successful in the
institution. From this study the researchers developed their
own computer program that would match chi ldren to
institutions.
The computer program they devised they consider to be
user friendly. The computer asks the social worker a number

of questions concerning the developuent and issues facing
the child. From this information the computer will determine
which placements they believe to be successful for the
child. The computer will give the social worker a

statistical probability for which institutions
Eeet the needs of the chi ld,

would best

It is common for social workers to hold conferences
when deciding to place a child away from the natural home.
This aIIows social workers the opportunity to compare and
contrast opinions on what would be the best placement for a
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child (Jaffe 1979). social workers have pondered the
question of devising a computer program that would take
social worker input regarding a child in need of placement
and provide a computer output for what would be the best
placement of a chi ld.
Jaffe (1979) compared what a computer prograp would
have recommended to what a group of social workers in a
conference recommended for chi ldren who were placed outside

of the home. In most instances the social workers and the
computer had the same recommendation for the child.
The computer for Jaffe's (19?g) study was not to be
used as a substitute for the social worker. The purpose of
the technology was to assist the social worker in making
placements and evaluating the effeetiveness of, the decisions
that were made reg'arding the chi ld. The conputer may provide

a model for what should be done for children who need
plaeement away from their houe. The couputer may provide
working uodel of how an ag:ency shouia have pI aced the

a

chi ldren. Thi s in turn wi I I help soc i al servi ce agenci es

allocate funds to the uost successful programs.
computersr with appropriate softwarer ,,Es help
agencies conduct research (Kreuger, Ruckdesehel lggs).
Social workers xEay col lect and analyze data concerning thei r
clients. word processing proErams Eay be used to keep case
notes. Fixed form records will store client records such as
intake information on the computer. Computers are able to
store statistical information concerning client
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characteristics. The statistics of the elient population xray
be analyzed in may ways using a cross tabulation of many of
the client variables. lllith the use of computers all of this
information is available in a matter of second,s.
Ethieal Use of Computers in Social Work.
computers ma-v be a bis help in working with elients.
However, all to often the practitioner relies on the
computer for answers lnore then their own judgeuent (pardeck
Sehulte 1990). One needs to look at who is in control, the
computer or the social worker. Social workers need to be
sensitive to the needs of people. Computers are valuable

tools in proeessing and storing information. However,
computers do not interact with human beings. It takes a
social worker's ski I ls to help the cl ient work on issues.
Al I of the data generated by & computer needs to be
interpreted by humans. SociaI workers need to be sensitive
to the client when using computers. Social work students
need to learn the value of computers at the same time

applying comPassion to the client with the information the
comput er has g'enerat ed.
"The

second wave of information technology is coming

into soeial work practice. This technology includes expert
systems. Bamesr therapeutic programs electronic networks and
advanced databases used

in decision making. social work
ethics are involved with using information technology
(cwikel, Cnaan lggl). When using advanced databases there is
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usually a recommendation to the practitioner. In advanced
software there may be a reconmendation that may not be
correct for the client. Therefore. the client may lose the
of seI f determinat i on. Wi th the use of this
technology the client may lose the right to self
de t erminat i on. The f eel ing: of the I ack of f reedom wi th the
decision uaking process may lower the self esteeu of the
cI ient. Computers may be yery paternalistic in tel I ing a
cl i ent what to do and expect. when computers make a
recoumendat ion to the pract i t ioner, this informat ion should
be considered experimental.
f reedom

There is concern over the use of conputers in clinieal

settings.

some

critics

have argued that couputers are

a

hindrance in servi ee del i very ( Pardeck 1 g8? ) . Comput ers are
grounded in quantitative methods. This means that

gualitative methods are not being used to assist the client.
The therapeutic relationship when computers do an assessment
is missing. Computers standardize information. Therefore,
they lack the ability to interpret the clients needs.
computers are unable to guantify a relationship

a

practitioner has with the client. When conputers conduct an
assebsment or therapy session the computer Eay have a
liniied vocabulary. Therefore, the computer is only able to
respond to written cues and return with a linited response.
The computer is only able to scan for specific words and a
have specific response to those words,
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Couputers are hecoming an increasingly useful tool in

the soeial seryices. Couputers are able to assist social
workers with deeision makinE, planning, case notes., client
records tel

ecoElmuni cat i

on and research. As conputers

become

more available in the field,

social workers will find
themselves using this technology to conlnunicate with each
other and improve thei r cl ini cal , management and
org'ani zat i onal sk i I I s.
Computers are able to retain information concerninE
community resources that no one individual eould remember.

The computer wi I I ass i st the pract i t ioner in di rect ing the
client to the resourees they need. While the practitioner
would be able to keep an accurate record of all interactions

with the client,
The implication of conputers in social work is that,
computers are able to assist social workers with evaluating
techniques, prograus, and out of home placements of
children. couputers are a tool that will enable social
workers to look at how clients are functioning in the
environment. Then how all of the systems in their lives

effect them on every Ievel. Computers may be used as tools
in Practice and the evaluation of social work. Computers are
a tool in keeping ag'ency and client records. Schools of
social work need to teach the value of computer technology
by providing hands on experience in order to prevent
computer anxi ety.
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If used ethically a computer could revolutionize how
serviee is to be provided. SociaI workers will be able to
have statistical

models of how to work with the clients they

eneounter. At the same time the computer will be able to

describe the characteristies of the cl ients the agency
serves. Therefore, ag:encies will be able to demonstrate to
funders who they work with best and what strategies works
best with the clients they serve.

Three
Methodolosy

thalter
Int roduct i on.

This is e formative program evaluation of

one

l"*
specifie application of computers in social serr'ices is

being used in the twin Cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul ,
Minnesota. The United Ways of these two cities are using

a

computer system for their First Call for HeIp referral

program, This eyaluation includes the specification
inf ormat i on i s pl aced into the

of

how

, how inf ormat i on i s
recalled from the computer, how information is given to the
comput er

client who is calling in for information eoncerning social
services, including the quality control mechanisms in place
for this program.
This data was collected between January f5 1994 and
Februery 15, 1994. This data was collected by interviewing
manag'ement

staf f , operators and revi ewing the Uni ted Way's

First CalI for HeIp manual. This analysis looked at how to
improve the use of the technology to better serve the
clients and professionals in need of assistance. There was
an analysis of how the training the operators received
effects the serviee and information they provide to the
publ i c. Discussion included the process of how and what
information is stored in the computer and when is it proper
to disseminate the information.
26
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Concep t

s and Terms ,

The United Way's First

Call for Help program uses

a

mainfrane computer and a down Ioaded personal computer data
base of social services in the Hinneapolis and Saint Paul
uetropolitan

Br€8s. Clients call

into the service seeking

information on social services that will

meet their needs.

A

phone operator conducts a telephone needs assessnent to

determine what agencies provide the service the client

is

seeking.

Location of the Study.
This study was conducted in two locations.

United Way Center
404 S. 8th st.
Minneapolis, Mn. 55404

United t{ay of St. Paul
166 4th East.

St. Paul,

Mn. 55101

BackEround.

This study exanined how information is plaeed into the
conPuter. By looking at who places the information into the
computer, it is possible to see what criteria

ere used for

placing an agency and its programs into this system.
Research was conducted on how the operator uses the

system. The operator of the computer is only able to access
information that is retained by the system. The operator of
the computer is the link to the outside world for the
information stored in the computer. A review of the
assessment done by the operator is included in this
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eyaluation.

The training

an operator receives was reviewed

along with an operations Danual and policies

coneerning the

procedures of input and out put of inforuation.
Aecording to the United Ways of Minneapolis and St.
Paul, this progratn receives over 200r000 calls per year.
There is no other service of it's

size in the country. This

is one way of using a computer to provide information to the
general public concerning social serr,ices that are available
in the Metropolitan area.
Information concerning the operation of this proErartr
came frou interviews with the people who work on every Ievel

of the systeu. These interviews included operators, Eanagers
and technieel euployees. AII of the questions asked dealt
with the systeu and the proeess used to transfer

information

in and out of the data base. It was important to research
the system from many perspectives to g:ain a rounded view of
its oPeration. This information was used to deteruine how
effective couputer technology is in giving information to
clients.
The second part of this evaluation included evaluating:
how the Minneapolis side of the computer system imports

information through client

interviews as a means of planning

or .the f uture needs of the conrtruni ty. The Minneapol is
office of the First Call for Help systeu has it's operators
interview every tenth caller; the st. paul offiee of the
f

system records the needs of every caller.

The questions for

these interviews are found in appendix one. The First

Call
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for Help uses these interviews as a Eeans of determining
where to apply some of their resources. (personal
Communication, Mike O'Neal May lgg3).
Puro ose.

The PurPose of this evaluation was to understand how
this computer system is being used to provide information to
clients and professionals concerning social services

available

in the Minneapolis and St. Paul metropolitan area.
This evaluation was designed to look at the various ,oeans of
qual i ty control used in this program.
The following

list

of questions were addressed by this

eval uat i on.

* How is it decided what information concerning social
ser',ices will be plaeed into the computer?
* ltlho places the information into the computer?
t How are ag'eneies solicited
opportunity

to be given the

to have their seryices listed

on the

computer?

t Is there e cost to having an agency list their
services on the computer?
* How much time does an operator have to spend with
caller in determining seryice needs?
t what type of social ski I I training and computer
training

is the operator given to answer the
questions cl ients have?

a

]0
The main foeus of this study $as to look at what Eeans

of quality control the First CalI for Help is using with the
computer data base they operate (Appendix One).
are electronic devices that. require
people to operate them. They are only tools in providine
information. The people who run computer systems are human
and capable of making both good and bad judsements
concerning the elients needs. This is due to the belief that
computers are only tools in providing information.
This study w&s to examine how one the United Way's of
Minneapolis and st. Paul are using a couputer system for
their First Call for Hetp progran. By reviewing this prog:ram
is it possible to learn the value of how e computer database
is being used to dispense information concerning social
services to the public and professionals. This prograu is
using a computer to gather information about social service
proErans and give information to those who seek social
Computer systems

serv i ces

.

At the end of this study there are suggestions as to
the future use of this system. This eyaluation also has
dealt with literature that demonstrates soeial workers do
not use coEPuters as e tool in providing service. Therefore,
this evaluation includes suggestions in order to improve the
cooPeration between the United Way's of Minneapolis and St.
Paul and the various schools of social work in the
coEtrunity. These institutions need to teach student social
workers how to use computers as tools in providing serviee
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to the community. In the near future there will be to much
information for one social worker to handle. Therefore, this
evaluation makes suggestions as to how social workers could
apply this technology to provide better service in the
future.

Chap t e r Four
F i-nd i nss

Ileseription

of the System.

This study focused on: The equipment, intake of
information frou social service ag'encies, how information is
retrieved from the computer, and how information is given to
clients

and professionals who eall in seeking assistanee.
ltlith all of these steps concerning information there will be
particular coYera.ge of how the United Way's First Call for

HeIp ensures quality

control over the information which is
contained in the computer they operate.

The Equi puent

For the purpose of operating the First call for Help
the United Way uses an IBM AS 400 mainframe eomputer. This
computer is used to operate the First cell for help,
monitoring the receiving of donations, the allocation of
fundinB, payroll,

payroll for some small agencies and the
number of incoming phone cal ls for each operator. This
computer systeu is used both by the Minneapolis and St. paul
united weys. The computer is rocated in st. paul and is
connected by a T one information line to the Minneapolis

office.

This special Iine carries only electronic data, It
is 'not desiEned to carry voiee. This study will only review

how the united t{ay of l[inneapol is and st. paul are using
this eomputer as a data base for the First call for help.

In the Minneapolis office there are t7 computer
terminals that Eay be used by operators for the First
12

carl
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for HeIp service.

In addition to these teruinals

50 sites that have the First

call

there are

for Help listings

of

agencies and progrf,tns down loaded on to a personal computer.
The down loaded tistings of the First call for Help
constitute 17.8 megabytes of spece on a hard drive. The
hours of operation in Minneapolis are from I am to 4:S0 pD.
Aft er hours cal I s at the Minneapol i s off i ce are el ectroni cIy
routed through the telephone eompany to euployees of
Resouree Inc.
Resource Inc. Provides employees who answer calls the
hours the Minneapolis office is closed. Enployees of
Resource Inc. are physically challenged and operate the

serviee out of their home. Each employee of Resource Inc.
has a personal computer with all of the information the
mainframe has stored coneerning the First calt for Help
listings in it's rneiloryr AII personal computers that contain
the listings

of the First

calt for Help are updated every

two tnonths,
In the st. Paul office there are 12 terminals that may
be used for the First call for HeIp service. There are also
15 sites that have a down loaded version of the First call
for Help listinEs.

The hours of operation of the First Call
for H-elp in st. paul are from g am to g prtr. If a client
cal Is af ter hours they wi I I receive a tape recorded
;nessa,Ee

referring: them to the crises connection. At the crises
connection there are down loaded versions of the First

Call
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for Help on computers which will be used by the crises
Connect ions staff.
Intake of InformFtion
Currently there are 2r551 agencies listed

in the First

call

for Help's computer system. These agencies do not pay
fee to be listed. The qualifications
to be Iisted on this

a

computer system include: Agencies must be insured and

bonded, agencies need to have a board of directors, licensed
and preferably non-profit. There is room available on this
system for profit agencies. The requirements for profit
ageneies will

be the ssme as non-profits.

agencies thet are for profit
being met by a non-profit

In addition,

must fill

a need that is not
agency (Appendix Two).

For agencies to be listed

in the united Hlay's First

CaIl for Help couputer system, they must call the United
and have an application sent out and coupleted by the
agency. The application form is identical for both the
Minneapolis and St. Paul united Ways. Both applications
for information concerning the covering the following

Way

ask

topics:

Legal name of the org'anization, address, zip code,
telephone number, administrator, eligibility,
service area,
hours, fees, funding, licenses, administered by, intake
proceedure, and services provided.
onee an ag:ency has conpleted an application

to have

their ag'ency and prog'rans listed on the couputer, the United
way will review their application. In Minneapolis, the
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director

of the First

call

for Help will

enter the
information into the conputer. In st. paul, the viee

President of the First

Call for Help will

enter the agency

and prog'rams into the conputer.

Agencies that aPply to have their services listed with
this service apply using the honor system. This is due to
the f act there are to Elany programs and agenci es to ver i f y
if the inforuation
Way's First

that is given is correet. The united
Calt for help does not go out and actively seek

to learn eyery detail

of a progran the applicant agency is
runninE. If there are questions concerning the aEency that
is apPlying to have their seryices listed on the computer
the staff of the st. paul office
or Minneapolis offiee,
depending on where the application was filed, will meet and
di scuss the potent i al aEency's appl i cat ion. I f the

aPPlieation is found not to meet the staff's
appl ication wi I I be rejected,

standards, the

The applicent agency has the option of trying to amend
their application or going before the united }llay committee
that monitors the First call for Help computer system. If

this committee rejects

their application,

the applicant

agency has the right

directors

to go to the united way,s board of
to appeal. If their appeal is successful their

agency and prograns wiII

be listed

in the eonputer.

Due to the fact the Minneapolis and St. Paul United Way
ag:encies use the same conputer, if an agency has applied to

be in the st. Paul database they wi t I also appear in the
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Minneapolis database. Both sides of this system use the

same

computer located in st. Paul and ere eonnected by a T-one
line for the purposes of transmitting data.
Social serviee agencies are entered into the.computer
under &n index codes for each of the services they proyide.
These index codes categorize the servtce that is offered by
each agency. Index codes are names of various types of

social services that Lre listed in the conputer. It is
possible that an agency will offer a wide selection of
services. Each service offered will be listed under an index
code. Each index code is a type of service for the purpose
of categorizing serr,ices available to the public. At the
present tirue there are 304 indexes under which social
services are Iisted by program. Under these indexes there
are approxiuately 8000 social service prograxns.
Operator Training
The operators of the First

regularly

call

for Help are either

paid staff

or volunteers. All operators are
requi red to g'o through t raining concerning thi s sery i ce.
This training
releiant

includes how to run the.computer and Iocate
information and how to deal with the clients needs

and concerns. The training

program is designed to

familiarize

the operator with the computer. The computer is
user friendly and easy to learn to operate. The operators of
the First CaIl for Help also are trained in how to work with
clients who call in asking for senvice. They are taug:ht
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a.ssessuent techniques that are designed to help identify
what services the client is seeking. All new operators are

given time to I isten in on how cal ls are handled. Then they
are given the oPportunity to try dealing with callers with
the help of supervisors. As new operators become more
efficient

they will

be given less supervision in handlins

ealls.
The united ltlay's First

call

for help has a training

uanual . This Eanual covers al I the inf ormat ion one need,s to
know on how to operate the system. In addition the manual

coYers pol icies of the Uni ted Way. These pol icies include:
Diversity policy, off ice procedures, calls yolunteers should
refer to staff,

policy for abortion caIls, release of
information formsr program servicesr prog:ratn service

definitions,

phone proeedures, follow proced,ures and

observation. This manual covers what an employee or
volunteer needs to know about the operation of this system
and the polieies of the united ways First call for HeIp.
The computer is able to count the number of ealls that
cone into the First carr for Help and how long an operator
spends on each call and the time in between calls. This
allows the First CaIl for HeIp to monitor the efficiency

an operator . However, there i s no set aErount of t ime an
operator must be Iinited to with a client, Even though
operators are not required to take a preseribed number of
calls a day, they feel under pressure to go as fast as
possible. This is because the operator is able to look at

of
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the phone and see how rnany calls are waiting to be answered
(Appendix Three).
The management of the First

call

for Help progran

realizes there are instances when an operator must spend
more time with a client. There is a stress to dealing with
some of the clients the operators work with. Some of the
operators have had to deal with clients that were in
emergency situations.

If an operator is under a g:reat deal
of stress from a particurar call, there is no penalty from
EanaEement for taking e short breek to recoup from the cal l.
AII paid staff who are operators at the First Call for
Help participate

in social service networks. The operators
go to various network rneetings to distribute

will

information concerning resources in the comlnunity. Operators
also take back to Danagement the concerns of the corrtrunity.
This relationship builds connections between the United
way's First Call for Help data base and professionals in the
connunity. It is possible to refer clients to specific
operators who are familiar with the professionals in the
conmun i ty

.

In the st. paul office

every call

is recorded on

a

docunient by the operator. This document is records what type

of service the client is seeking. Ideally the number of
calls the computer counts adds up to the number of calls the
operator records in terms of services sought (Appendix
Four ) .
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The st. paul office has a dedicated rine for
professionals in the community to call and seek information.

This operator will spend time working with the professional
in the community to brain storm ideas concerning thq client.
In the lt{inneapolis off ice every tenth caller will be
interviewed to learn about their demographic inforuation and
what service they see that is needed in the eomqunity. In
both the Minneapolis and st. Paul offices this information
is referred to the research department of the united way
(Appendix Five).

There are three ways to recall social service pro*ra,s
that a client Eay be seeking. The first way of rec.rIins
information from the eomputer is by using the index.
This is
when the operator types in an tndex word of
a type of
program. The second way of recalling information
is by
typing in a key word. A key word is one that will
be a word
that the computer is abre to search for by rooking
at the
various soeial services prograns in the deta
base. There are
over 10'000 key words the computer is abre to
identify. The
third way a information is recalled is by ag.ency.
The
operator is able to type in an agency name or
a partial name
of an agency and the ag,ency wi th the programs
that are
offered will appear on the screen. The couputer
is able to
take any coubination of. the three ways of recarring
information and cross refereneing them. It
is possibte the
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operator will

type in a combination of all three means of
seeking information to gain as broad of perspectives on
es as poss ibl e. Every t ime an operator does an
inf ormat ion search the ag.enci es that are recal I ed by the
computer appear in alphabetical ord,er,
ag:enci

Informat i on Referral
when a client

calls into the service seeking to learn
about various social servi ees to meet their need,s the
operator will
will

conduct a needs assessnent. Most operators
answer the phone by asking how they can herp the

client'

some clients

seek inforuation

concerning just one
need while others are seeking information on many need.s.
It
is up to the operator to help the client define their
needs
and then to seek out from the computer the appropriate
referrals.
once a crient calls in and seeks information,
operator has a choice of how to connect the client

the

to the

service'

In most cases the operator will only make referrals
to ag'encies that are appropriate. In .oost eases
the
oPerators will

give out only referrals to a number of
agencies that will Ineet the client,s needs, There
are
instances when a crient is in need of an e'ergency
service.
The operator has the capability to dial the agency
that will
ueet the elients

immediate needs. The operator will be able
to hold a three way conversation with the service
provider
and elient. If the client's needs are being
met through the
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service provider, the operator nnay hang up and aIlow
the
elient and service provider continue their conversetion.

once a client has the information they seek in
hand the
united way has three ways of maintaining quality
contror
concerning the inf ormat ion they g:ave to the
cl i ent . In the
st' Paul system approximately ser,en percent of
all clients
will have a card filled out that eontains the folrowing

information: na,er address county, zip code, source
of
income' aEount of ineome, number of peopre in
the household,
children, adults, ethnicity and space for the operator
to
write down what the initial problem and request
is
concerning' From this information the operator
will call do
a follow up call to make sure the client has been
able to
obtain the resources they sought and to roeate
new resources
if the previous information was helpful (Appendix
six).
There have been instances where agencies
have claimed

they provide certain services. At times clients
have been
referred to those agencies onry to learn the
service no
longer exists. If the client craims the ag,ency
they were
referred to does not provide the servicen
then the united
will investigate the situation. The First
carr for Herp
',ay
will call the agency in question to make
learn the situation
concerning the prog'ram in question. If
the prog:ram no ronger
exists it wirl be removed frou the database.
If the agency
states the Prog'ram is still running then
the First call for
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Help will

investigate

to determine the agencies practices.

It is possible that agencies who do not provide accurate
information to the First

Call for Help will

have their

ag:ency removed from the database, This is important to both

the client

and to the United Ways First

Call for Help

service. The service needs to maintain the quality
inforuation

being handed out to clients.

of

While clients

who

call deserve to receive information that is timely and
accurete.
The second means of quality
months an agency will

control is that every six

receive a computer print

services they provide that are listed

in the data base.

Agencies are asked to make corrections
computer print

out of the

and revisions

to the

out and return it to the First CaIl for Help.

If an agency starts a new progran in between the six month
printout,

they are able to call

and make an amendment to their

into the First
listing

The 65 sites that have the First

Call for HeIp

on the system.
Call for Help

down

loaded to them on a computer wi I I be update onee every two
Eonths. This is done by having the First

CaII for Help data

base put on floppy disk and then installed

at the site.

onto the computer

This is done to insure the aecuracy of the

information being provided to the client.
The Minneapolis and St. Paul First

Call for Help system

responds to over 200r000 calls per year. There is no other
system in the country that handles as rnany calls as this
system. The next largest systeu is Phoenix which handles
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125r000 referrals a year. This system is truly unique do to

the work of both volunteers and paid staff. This system was
the first of it's kind in the country and coined the phrase
"The First Call for Help,"
Ou

t r each

Clients learn about the The First

Call for Help through

advertisements. Advertisements are done telephone books.
publ i c servi ce announcements on radio and tel evi s ion r soci al
serviee ag'encies, and social service networks. ttlany social
service proYiders as a routine give the telephone number to
this servi ce.
Review. of Service -_and Qual ity Co.ntIol

In conclusion, this serviee provides referrals to
people who call in seeking information concerning social
serviees they are seeking. This service is free to both
users and providers of service. The system is designed to
provide information in e timely fashion. There many this
system uses for quality

control to insure the information

they are dispensing is accurate. At the sane time the needs
of the clients are being suryeyed in order for the research
department to learn about the needs of the conmunity.

Chapter Fi ve.

For the

uture thi s prog:ran can improve the quar i ty of
service by adding staf f that speak rnany dif f erent I,anguag:es.
f

At the present time clients who do not speak either
English,
spanish or use a TDD to communicate are not able to access
this service.

If The First

calr for Herp is unabre to add
staf f that are multi I ingual they xnay consider contracting
with other agencies who have staff that speak rnany
different
languages. At the present time the First carr for HeIp
is
able to have three way conversations between their
staff the
referral egency and the client. It is possible to
then use
this technology to connect up to e translator who will
be
able to transrate for the client.
may want to consider establishing

The First

carr for Herp

a eriteria

people and agencies that are able to translate
appropriate language.

and a list

of

to the

People who do not have telephones are also unable
to
access this service. Therefore, The First carr
for Help

may

want to establish a proBrar whieh will.use information
kiosks' The kiosks could be located in community
based sites
whi ch 'are eas i ly accessed by the publ
i c. Thes e k i osks woul d
be similar in nature to an automatic teller
machine. The
el i ent eould wal k up to the rnachine and I ocate
servi ces that

will

meet their need. In addition, it is possibre
for these
machines to be programed in ,oeny di f f erent
l anguag:es.
Therefore, the erient wourd be able to use
their native
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4'
language to locate the services they are seeking. These

uachines could also give a couputer print out of the
agencies that offer the service the client is seeking. In

addition, these machines will be able to keep track of who
uses the service and what service they seek to use. This
information could be forwarded to the research and
al location departments.
Aceording to IBM this system is capable of supporting
an eleetronic bulletin board system and electronic mail.
hardware the united t{Iay owns is able to have uodems

The

installed that will allow social service providers to have
an electronic bulletin boards, electronic mail, conmunity
events calendar, and access to scholarly literature that
stored in the couputer. This systeu could be used by schools
of social work, the community and clients to better inform
each other of what the needs are in the coumunity.
Computers are capable of assisting social workers with
six functions, word processing, database, graphics,
statistics, games and telecourmunications (Nurius, cnaan
19S1). All of these functions could help social workers
improve their work. Examples of how these functions are able
to h-elp social workerst
I Database wi I I help social workers keep track of
large emounts of information concerning seryices
demographi cs.

t word proeessing will herp social workers keep
el ient records and correspondenee,

and
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t Statistieal

programs will

allow social rrorkers the

ability

to determine who they ere serving and what
seryices they are now requiring.
t Teleeoltrmunications will

allow social workers to keep

in eontact with one another and access computerized
information. If there was a community wide systeu
for social workers they would be able to access all
sorts of information concerning social work,
t Graphics will

allow social workers to prepare

reports that will

have a visual impact on funders

and pol i t i c i ans al ong wi th desk top publ i shing.
Games are able to help social

workers practiee on

computer model how to deal with specific

clients

a

types of

and situations.

It must be remembered eomputers are only a tool. They
do not provide answers to social problems. Computers are
only capable of helping organize information into categories
that are easier for people to understand. This technology is
helpful

in looking at issues in the conuunity. Computers are
able to help social workers provide paths to follow in terms
of proyiding the best service possible.
'Schools of social work need to be aetive in teaching
student social workers computer skills. Computens are going
to be the way social service agencies in the future will
retain information eoncerning the social workers
interventions

with their clients.

future soeial workers will

Itithout

these skills

not be able to do their

Iuany

jobs.
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Computers will

interventions
client.

help evaluate the effeetiveness of various
the social worker may be using with the
techniques and services

Frou these interventions

agencies may be able to plan for the future needs of the
cl i ents they serve.
If social work agencies had intake forms that would ask
the client

what needs they currently

desire to have met and

this information was placed in a computer database it could
be demonstrated what services clients
agency could go back and retrieve

are seeking, Then

this information for

future planning concerning services thet are being
requested. In addition a wish list
developed by asking the clients
in the future.
what the client

of services could be

what services they may need

This information could be eategorized as to
originally

sought from the agency and to

what the agency could provide for the client
As lnore clients

arrive at the aBency patterns will

emerge as to what their
f

in the future,

current needs are and what their

uture needs are to be met. The agenc.v could demonstrate

that certain clients

who are seeking one type of service are

also in need of another service in the future.

Computers

be a tool in keeping these records. Later this
"orrid
information could be given to funders in terms of meeting
specif ie needs of specif ic populations.
In conclusion. schools of soeial work, the United

Way

and community based agencies need to team up and create
computer system that will

look at how soeial workers are

a
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functioning,

the needs of clients

computer skills

in the coumunity and what

social workers need in order to tneet the

planning needs of the general population.

At the present

t ime the only agency to keep a record of the communi ty's

social service programs is the United l|Iay's First

CaIl for

Help system. It is important that all of these groups of
people meet to evaluate what a community based computer
network could do to provide the services the community
Itray need in the future.

train

These agencies and schools could

future social workers in how a computer could help

with future planning and better use of the limited
avai I abl e.

resources
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LIMITATI.9NS OF THIS

STUDY

This study has a number of linitatioDs.

This is due to

the fact this study was only reviewing how the Minneapolis
and St. Paul's United $lay's First Call for Help luanages the
information it has in the couputer and the quality eontrol
of the inf oruat ion. This study did not rook at who cal ls
into thi s servi ee seeking informet ion, the cost
effectiveness

of this service,

the aceuracy of information

in the system, how the interviews of client's are used in
research and the allocation of funds, the down loaded
systems and how they are maintained, This study took a look
at the quality control of the input and output of

information from this progp&rtrr
The author of this study has no formal computer

training.

AII of his training

comes from reading computer

manuals, by practicing on his home computer and reading
journal articles coyering the topic of conputers in social
work. This limits

what experienee the author has with
comPuters. Thereforer as a social worker, the author still

needs to gain a better grasp on the technical workings of
computers.
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ONE

Questions Asked for this evaluation.
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Intervier Questionsr arrd Guidelinesr to be Asled Concerning
the united l{ay's First call f or Help couputer syst"r. 1. Hor Eeny agencies ere listed in this couputer systeu?
2. IIor nany eocial eervice progrrls ere listed in the
sys t eu?

3' Does it tist soeiel servicc prograng in both metro erees
at the saEe tine?
4' Ilor ueny teruinals are hooked up to the ueinfrane?
5. Hor nany operators are on linc at any given tine?
6. Hor uany operators cen be on line at any given tiue?
7. Is it pos,sible for agencies to tap in to the systeu
using
thei r orD equipuent ?
8' Do you distribute disks containing the lists of proE:raEs
eg:encies? In order for theu to have ecceas rithout f,
tel ephone
hootup?

g. How is it decided which agencies aFe
their prog:rans Iisted in ttris systeu? allored to have
10. Is their a fee to having a prograr lieted in the systeu?
11. lfhet type of computer training do the operators heve?
L2' what^tyPe of soeial service training does the operators
have?
is the procedure to esses
' lfhet
rho cell in asking for service? the needs of the cI ients
l{. Hlhat ere the perimeters in a client essessment?
15. Are the operators required to handle a specific
rqount of calls per day?
lg. Hor Eany people used the service lest year?
13

17. What do you do aB a ueans of quality control?
'18.
Are the callers interviered for your research?
19' Do their anarers to your survey effeet the
allocation of resourees?

20. cen I see hor their an'rers to the survey rerate
to
hor Eoney is being elrocated oyer the past few years?
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21. lthet EErrrs of triengularzation erG bcinr: used to
vcriff your suryey's rel iebi li ty?
2z- Do you do atry follor
rcfer callers to?

up rith any of the agencies you

23. Ilor do you knor the eg:Gncy you referred e elient to
eblc to aeet the client,s necds?
2l- Iloes aoEGone go out and verify the seryiees an
ie providing?

eEency

25. Hor do you edvertise the systen?
26. lfhrrc do uost of the clients coEe forn, in terus of
EsoE:raphy' ethnicityr and econouic staius?
27. lthat is the budget for this progran?
28. Whcrc does the funding coEG frou?
29. Do you feel rushed with the client?
30. Hor do you identify yourself to the client?
31- lYhat type of on g:oing training do you receive?
32. In rhat order do prograls appear on the screen when
they are to be recalled for ltient use?
33. Do you have people evailable to translate for those
rho do not speak EnS:lish?
34. Do you have service for the deaf?
35. Do you feel good about the service you pFovide?

was

APPENDIX

TWO

Inteke f orus used f or the First Cal I f or Help in }linneapol is
and S t . Paul Uni ted ltlay' s .
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Plesse rcturn to:

Unitd

TUay's FIRST CALI, FOR HELP
40{ South tth Srr€Er
MinneapoliE MN SS{{}4

Date:

kgsl

Name of Orgnnization:

Address:

Cltyr

State:

Telephone Numben

Administraton
Additionel contact people:

Eligibiltty!

Hourc:
Feesl

Funded by;

Administercd byt
Licunsed by (tf epplicable);

Are

1ou

a nonprufit organization?

Intake Procedure:

(ovER)

Zipr

)y

United Woy of the Saint PauI Area
poul
166

fouilh StrGlt Esrt SufE lm, SL
MIrt SSIOI-lat8
6u2t2pt{fEzl FlIr,6ul/zrr{3,til}

I.EGAL HAME OF ORGAHXZATION

FIRSTCATL
FOIUTHELP

AI}DNESS

ZIP CODE

TEI.EPHOT{E HI,JMBER

ADMIHISTRATDR

EI.IGIBIUTY
SERVIG AREA
HOI.JRS

FEES

FUI{DED BY

LIGNSED BY (if rpplicrbh)
ADMNilSTERED BY
INTAXE PB,OCEDURE

SERVICES PROVIDED (Cmrinnc on brck

if ueesrry)

1.

L
3.

{.

Sigrrtnrc & Trllc of Pcron
Fffiry Out Foru
rQlr

APPENDIX THREE

colputer print out of thr crll teran by opcrltors of thc
First Cell for Hclp in thc St. peul officc.
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APPENDT X FOUR

Tal ly sheets of servi ce requests of operators
the
st. Paul office of the united way's Firit c"tt f of
or Help.
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APPENDIX FIVE

Intervier foru of an operator of the First call for HeIp in
the Minneapolis office.
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APPENDIX S IX

case [enegement card for an operator of the uni ted lllay's

First Call for Help frou the St. Paul office.
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APPENDTX SEVEN

Flor ehart of inforuation in and out of the computer systeu
of the United Wey's First Call for Hclp in the Minneapol is
and St. Paul offices. Included in this diagran are other
iteos this eouputer helps uena,ge.
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